5-in-1 super Spreader

LS 655

FARMERS TALK, WE LISTEN
W

e design our spreaders by listening carefully to what farmers say, then
deliver extra value by using the highest quality materials with a firm
commitment to uncompromising workmanship.
The LS-655 has a capacity of 65 cubic feet and is designed for a maximum
payload of 3 tons. The standard hydraulic drive utilizes the convenience of
tractor remotes and requires only 8 gallon per minute to function at maximum
capacity, saving you time getting to the field and back home.

Smart design and heavy duty construction
provide the perfect combination of durability,
reliability and spreading precision.

The Lanco model LS-655 is also referred to as the 5-in-1 Super Spreader
because of its versatility. The machine is designed to spread all of the basic
materials handled by a farmer. This is accomplished through the ability to
quickly and simply change attachments as the job requires.
One look and you’ll see the difference. Lanco Spreaders are what every
farmer looks for. How do we know? We asked.

MADE IN LANCASTER COUNTY TO WORLD-CLASS STANDARDS
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More High Quality Features Come Standard
Attachment

Uses

DD01

Dual disc attachment

Lime, compost, litter and fertilizer opt (banding kit)

CC01

Cross conveyor (L or R) cresent belt

Bark mulch, compost, saw dust and potting soil

BT01

Beater attachment

Straw manure, leaves and wet compost

BR01

Brush attachment

Sand, bedding soil, and turf top dressing

No attachment

Self Unloading Trailer

Hopper Length

Specifications

DD01
Overall Length

CC01

Hopper Height

3’ 8”

Hopper Width

5’

Hopper Length

6’ 5”

Hopper Capacity

Hopper Width

Overall Height

65 cu. ft.

Overall Height

5’ 10”

Overall Width

5’ 7”

Overall Length

13’ 1”

Suspension

Hopper Height

Model LS-655

Wheel Track Width
(Center to Center)

Single Axle
3’ 10”

Empty Weight

2300 lb.

Maximum Gross Weight

8,300 lb.

Overall Width

BT01

Standard Features

BR01

✓✓Heavy duty single axle
✓✓11L-15 x 8-ply tires
✓✓8 GPM tractor hydraulics
✓✓29” wide web chain
✓✓667X heavy duty pintle chain,
w 3/8” thick slats
✓✓Apron slats spaced every other link
✓✓Heavy duty no-rust, no-rot poly floor
✓✓5,000 lb. capacity jack stand
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options

✓✓Transport light package
✓✓PTO hydraulic drive, self-contained
hydraulic system
✓✓Slat every link
✓✓Engine hydraulic unit
✓✓Extension support post for side boards
✓✓Cover tarp with eyelets for bungees
✓✓12-volt apron on/off switch

